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Abstract
Research on Mobile robotics is in our opinion more focused on generating autonomous behaviors than on the development of basic technologies (locomotion, localization, navigation, etc.). However, this issue is really a complex problem where many technologies converge: artificial perception, electronics, even philosophy and there are no general theories generally accepted in the research community. Historically, Cybernetics was the first subjacent theory, then artificial intelligence techniques were the dominant paradigm used to try the solve the problem, in the 90s the focus turned to biology based systems, nowadays ethology has emerged again as the most promising theories to generate autonomous behavior. In this paper we want to present the most relevant concepts borrowed from ethology that have been successfully used in mobile robotics, such as the use of ethograms in robotic pets or the ideas of schemes, or the use of fixed actions patterns to implement reactivity.
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1.- Introduction
Downsizing (Cameron, 1995) is a euphemisms often used to refer to the suspension or permanent termination of employment of a group of employees for business reasons. It is also a term that refers to re-thinking an organization or company. We are using the word in this last sense; we think that mobile robotics has “downsized” expectations.

Science fiction movies (where robots as C3P0 and R2D2 in Star Wars were almost human), and the optimism of the pioneers in computer science, who thought that most of the problems would be easily solved by digital computers (Newell, 1959), make people believe that “intelligent robots” will be available sooner than later. Unfortunately, the problem of creating artificial intelligences has proved more difficult than expected and now is even strange to find researchers that use the term “intelligent”. Instead, mobile robotics researchers are using the “generation of autonomous behavior”, as the goal to be fulfilled.

1 This work was originally presented as a oral contribution at the 31st International Ethological Conference (IEC2009), as part of the workshop: “Ethorobotics: New challenges at the cross-road of robotics and ethology”, held at Rennes (France) 24-29th August 2009.